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Abstract

Textual information is considered as signifi-
cant supplement to knowledge representation
learning (KRL). There are two main chal-
lenges for constructing knowledge representa-
tions from plain texts: (1) How to take full
advantages of sequential contexts of entities
in plain texts for KRL. (2) How to dynami-
cally select those informative sentences of the
corresponding entities for KRL. In this pa-
per, we propose the Sequential Text-embodied
Knowledge Representation Learning to build
knowledge representations from multiple sen-
tences. Given each reference sentence of an
entity, we first utilize recurrent neural net-
work with pooling or long short-term mem-
ory network to encode the semantic informa-
tion of the sentence with respect to the entity.
Then we further design an attention model to
measure the informativeness of each sentence,
and build text-based representations of enti-
ties. We evaluate our method on two tasks,
including triple classification and link predic-
tion. Experimental results demonstrate that
our method outperforms other baselines on
both tasks, which indicates that our method
is capable of selecting informative sentences
and encoding the textual information well into
knowledge representations.

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KGs), which provide signifi-
cant well-structured information for modeling ab-
stract concepts as well as concrete entities in real
world, have attracted great attention in recent years.

∗∗Corresponding author: Z. Liu (liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn).

A typical knowledge graph usually arranges multi-
relational data in the form of triple facts (head entity,
relation, tail entity) that is abridged as (h, r, t).

Economics is the social science that describes the 
factors that determine the production, distribution and 

consumption of goods and services.

Economics focuses on the behavior and interactions 
of economic agents and how economies work.

But he said that economics can be used to study other 
things, such as war, that are outside its usual focus.

Economics

Figure 1: An example of entity’s reference sentences.

There are large numbers of KGs like Freebase,
YAGO and DBpedia that are widely utilized in na-
ture language processing applications such as ques-
tion answering and web search (Bollacker et al.,
2008). However, applications for KGs are suffer-
ing from challenges of data sparsity and computa-
tional inefficiency with KG size increasing. To al-
leviate these problems, representation learning (RL)
is proposed and widely used, significantly improv-
ing the capability of knowledge representations in
knowledge inference, fusion and completion (Yang
et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2014; Neelakantan et al.,
2015).

Many methods have introduced representation
learning to KGs, projecting both entities and re-
lations into a continuous low-dimensional vector
space (Nickel et al., 2011; Jenatton et al., 2012;
Bordes et al., 2013). Among existing methods,
translation-based models, which interpret relations
as translating operations between head and tail enti-
ties, are effective and efficient that possess the state-
of-the-art performance.
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Furthermore, rich external information is consid-
ered as supplement to triple facts that helps to repre-
sent knowledge graphs, and textual information has
shown significant contribution to this goal. (Wang
et al., 2014a; Zhong et al., 2015) propose a joint
model projecting both entities and words into the
same vector space with alignment models. However,
their models only consider bag-of-words assumption
when modeling words in plain texts, neglecting rich
textual information embedded in word order. (Xie et
al., 2016) directly builds entity representations from
entity descriptions, while their model is restricted by
the completeness and quality of entity descriptions.

There are two main shortages in existing methods
for constructing knowledge representations from
multiple sentences in plain texts: (1) The bag-of-
words assumption fails to encode explicit word or-
der information into sentence representations. (2)
Not all sentences containing entity names are reli-
able and suitable for explaining the corresponding
entities. Fig. 1 demonstrates an example of multi-
ple reference sentences for the entity economics. We
can observe that the first two sentences talk about the
definition and attributes of economics, which could
represent the entity well, while the third one pro-
vides rather confusing and meaningless information
for understanding the meaning of economics.

As shown in (Nagy et al., 1987), humans learn
meanings of new words from their contextual in-
formation. Inspired by this, we intend to infer the
meaning of an entity from its reference sentences.
To overcome the shortages mentioned above, we
propose the Sequential Text-embodied Knowledge
Representation Learning (STKRL). Specifically, in
our method, we first utilize recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) with pooling or long short-term mem-
ory network (LSTM) to build sentence-level rep-
resentations of an entity from multiple sentences.
Each sentence-level representation is considered as
a candidate of the corresponding entity representa-
tion. Second, we combine these sentence-level rep-
resentations to form the summary text-based repre-
sentation, with the favor of attention which high-
lights more informative sentences. Finally, we fol-
low the margin-based score function in translation-
based methods as our objective for training.

To the best of our knowledge, our model is the
first model which combines multi-instance learning

with attention in knowledge representation learning
with texts. We evaluate our models on triple clas-
sification and link prediction, and the significantly
improved experimental results indicate our model is
capable of representing knowledge graph better with
textual information. Meanwhile, our model is of po-
tential usefulness to definition extraction according
to inspection towards the sentence attention compo-
nent in our model.

2 Related Work

2.1 Translation-based Methods
Translation-based methods have achieved great suc-
cesses for representation learning in knowledge
graphs. TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) interprets rela-
tions as translating operations between head and tail
entities, and projects both entities and relations into
the same continuous low-dimensional vector space.
The energy function is defined as follows:

E(h, r, t) = ||h+ r− t||, (1)

which assumes that the tail embedding t should
be in the neighborhood of h+ r. TransE is straight-
forward and effective, while this simple translating
operation may have issues when modeling 1-to-N,
N-to-1 and N-to-N relations. Moreover, the translat-
ing operation only focuses on a single step, regard-
less of rich information located in long-distance re-
lational paths. To address the first problem, TransH
(Wang et al., 2014b) models translating operations
between entities on relation-specific hyperplanes.
TransR (Lin et al., 2015b) interprets entities and
relations in different semantic spaces, and projects
entities from entity space to relation space when
learning the potential relationship between entities.
TransD (Ji et al., 2015) proposes dynamic mapping
matrix constructed by both entities and relations for
multiple representations of entities. To extend the
single-step translating operation, (Gu et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2015a) encode multiple-step relation paths
into representation learning of knowledge graphs
and achieve significant improvements.

2.2 Representation Learning of Knowledge
Graphs with Textual Information

Multi-source information, especially textual infor-
mation, is significant in representation learning of



knowledge graphs, which has attracted great atten-
tion recently. It can provide useful information from
different aspects, which helps modeling knowledge
graphs. (Wang et al., 2014a) encodes both entities
and words into a joint low-dimensional vector space
by alignment models using entity names as well as
Wikipedia anchors. (Zhong et al., 2015) extends the
alignment model by considering entity descriptions.
However, the methods of modeling plain texts in the
both models above are rather simple, ignoring sig-
nificant information encoded in word order. (Xie
et al., 2016) proposes a new kind of representation
for entities, which is directly constructed from en-
tity descriptions using CNN and thus is capable of
modeling new entities. However, their description-
based representation is restricted by the complete-
ness as well as quality of entity descriptions. To the
best of our knowledge, our model is the first effort
which learns knowledge representations from multi-
ple sentences extracted from noisy plain texts with
word order being considered.

2.3 Multi-instance Learning

Multi-instance learning, which was originally pro-
posed in (Dietterich et al., 1997), arises in the
tasks where a single object may possess multi-
ple alternative examples or representations that de-
scribe it. Multi-instance learning aims to find
out the reliability of examples in each object.
(Bunescu and Mooney, 2007) extends a relation
extraction method using minimal supervision with
multi-instance learning. (Zhou et al., 2012) pro-
poses multi-instance multi-label learning on multi-
ple tasks such as scene classification and text cat-
egorization. (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al.,
2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) adopt multi-instance
learning in distant supervision for relation extrac-
tion. (Zeng et al., 2015) further combines multi-
instance learning with convolutional neural network
for relation extraction on distant supervision data.
To fully utilize the rich textual information located
in multiple sentences of each entity, we propose a
sentence-level attention over multiple sentences to
highlight more informative instances. To the best
of our knowledge, multi-instance learning combined
with attention-based model hasn’t been adopted in
representation learning of knowledge graphs.

3 Methodology

We first describe the notations used in this paper. For
any triple (h, r, t) ∈ T , it consists of two entities
h, t ∈ E and a relation r ∈ R. E stands for the set
of entities while R stands for the set of relations. T
is the training set of triples, and the embeddings of
entities and relations take values in Rk.

We have two representations for each entity. We
set hK , tK as the structure-based representations
of head and tail entities, which are the same as those
in previous knowledge models, and hS , tS as the
text-based representations, which are learned from
plain texts by sentence encoders.

For each entity, we first scan through the corpus to
extract all sentences which contain the correspond-
ing entity name. These sentences are considered as
the reference sentences of the corresponding entity.

3.1 Overall Architecture
First, we introduce the overall architecture of the
STKRL model. Inspired by translation-based meth-
ods, we define the energy function as follows:

E(h, r, t) = EKK + ESS + ESK + EKS , (2)

where EKK is the same energy function as
TransE, ESS , ESK and EKS are new-added
parts determined by the two representations jointly.
ESS = ‖hS + r − tS‖ in which both head and
tail are text-based representations learned from ref-
erence sentences. Similarly, we also have ESK =
‖hS + r− tK‖ and EKS = ‖hK + r− tS‖, jointly
considering the two types of entity representations.

The overall architecture of the STKRL model is
demonstrated in Fig. 2. First, The RNN/LSTM
sentence encoder takes reference sentences as in-
puts and learns the sentence-level representations.
Second, an attention method is implemented to se-
lect the top m (m is a hyper parameter) informa-
tive sentences to generate the text-based represen-
tation of an entity. The attention is based on the
semantic similarity between the sentence-level rep-
resentations and the corresponding structure-based
representation. Finally, those representations will be
learned jointly under the translation-based method.

3.2 Word Representations
In our framework, we consider the embeddings of
each word token in reference sentences as inputs,
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of the STKRL model.

and each entity name is also regarded as a word. In-
spired by (Zeng et al., 2014), the word representa-
tions consist of two parts, including word features
and position features.

3.2.1 Word Features
The word features could be learned by negative

sampling Skip-gram models, for these models could
encode contextual information located in large cor-
pus. The learned word embeddings are then directly
considered as word features.

3.2.2 Position Features
Word order information is significant that it can

help us to better understand sentences, and we also
intend to highlight the position of the entity name
in its reference sentences. Suppose each sentence
is represented as a sequence s = (x1, x2, · · · , xn),
where xi represents the i-th word. Given a sentence,
the position feature of its entity name will be marked
as 0, and the positions of other words are marked ac-
cording to the relevant integer distance towards the
entity name. The left words have negative position
values, while the right have positive position values.
The position features will be marked as −d or d if
their relevant distances are larger than d (d is a hy-
per parameter).

3.3 Sentence Encoder

We assume that the meaning of an entity could be
extracted from its reference sentences. There are
amounts of algorithms to represent sentence infor-
mation with word order in consideration, such as re-

current neural network (RNN) and long short-term
memory (LSTM). These models have been widely
used in several natural language processing tasks
such as machine translation. We adopt RNN with
pooling and LSTM as sentence encoders to learn
sentence-level representations of entities, intending
to extract entity meanings from reference sentences.

c

word

position

x1 x2 x3 xn

h1 h2 h3 hn

RNN

mean-pooling mean-pooling

Figure 3: Recurrent neural network with pooling.

3.3.1 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent neural network takes a reference sen-

tence as input. It works on a sequence and maintains
a hidden state h over time. At each time-step t, the
hidden state vector ht is updated as follows:

ht = tanh(Wxt +Uht−1 + b), (3)

in which transition function is an affine transfor-



mation followed by a non-linear function such as
hyperbolic tangent. More specifically, RNN reads
each word representation of the input sentence se-
quentially. While reading each word representation,
the hidden state of the RNN changes according to
Eq. (3). After finishing the whole sequence marked
by an end-of-sequence symbol, we can obtain the fi-
nal hidden state vector hn as the output. hn is then
viewed as the sentence-level representation.

3.3.2 RNN with Pooling

Recurrent neural network is powerful and widely
used in various fields, while it usually suffers from
gradient vanishment. Therefore, it is difficult for the
final hidden state of RNN to capture the early local
information when the sentence is too long. (Col-
lobert et al., 2011) proposes a mean-pooling ap-
proach to solve gradient vanishment to some degree.
To leverage efficiency and effectiveness, we add a
mean-pooling layer to encode the overall informa-
tion of a sentence into its sentence-level representa-
tion c. We have:

c =
∑

i=1,··· ,n

hi

n
, (4)

in which all intermediate hidden states contain-
ing different local information should have contri-
bution to the final sentence-level representation, and
thus could be updated during back propagation. The
structure is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.3 Long Short-Term Memory Network

LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) is
an enhanced neural network based on RNN, which
could address the gradient vanishment when learn-
ing long-term dependencies. LSTM introduces
memory cells that are able to preserve state over long
periods of time. At each time step t, the LSTM unit
is composed of: an input gate it, a forget gate ft, an
output gate ot, a memory cell ct and a hidden state
ht. The entries of the gating vectors it, ft and ot
are in [0, 1]. The LSTM transition equations are the
following:

it = σ(W(i)xt +U(i)ht−1 + b(i)), (5)

ft = σ(W(f)xt +U(f)ht−1 + b(f)), (6)

ot = σ(W(o)xt +U(o)ht−1 + b(o)), (7)

ut = tanh(W(u)xt +U(u)ht−1 + b(u)), (8)

ct = it � ut + ft � ct−1, (9)

ht = ot � tanh(ct), (10)

where xt is the input at the current time step t, σ
denotes the logistic sigmoid function and � denotes
the elementwise multiplication.

3.4 Attention over Reference Sentences
We utilize sentence encoders to build sentence-level
representations from reference sentences, next we
want to integrate those sentence-level representa-
tions to the text-based representation for each entity.
Simply considering the mean or max of sentence
embeddings will suffer from noises or lost rich in-
formation. Instead of taking the mean/max sentence
embeddings, we propose an attention method to au-
tomatically select sentences which can explicitly ex-
plain the meaning of the entity. The attention-based
model is powerful and has been widely applied to
machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015), ab-
stractive sentence summarization (Rush et al., 2015)
and speech recognition (Chorowski et al., 2014).
It can automatically highlight more informative in-
stances from multiple candidates.

We implement an attention-based multi-instance
learning method to select top-m informative refer-
ence sentences for the corresponding entity from all
candidates. More specifically, each entity e has a
structure-based representation eK . For a sentence-
level representation c which belongs to entity e, the
attention between c and eK is as follows:

att(c, eK) =
c · eK

‖c‖ · ‖eK‖
. (11)

Reference sentences with higher att(c, eK) are
expected to better represent their corresponding en-
tity information more explicitly. Finally, we pick the
top-m reference sentences, and the text-based repre-
sentation s is as follows:

s =

m∑
i=1

att(ci, eK) · ci∑
i=1,··· ,m att(ci, eK)

. (12)

3.5 Objective Formalization
We utilize a margin-based score function as our
training objective. The overall score function is de-



fined as follows:

L =
∑

(h,r,t)∈T

∑
(h′,r,t′)∈T ′

max(γ + E(h, r, t)

− E(h′, r, t′), 0), (13)

where γ is a margin hyper parameter. E(h, r, t)
is the energy function stated above, which can be
either L1 or L2-norm. T ′ is the negative sampling
set of T , which is defined as

T ′ = {(h′, r, t) | h′ ∈ E}∪{(h, r, t′) | t′ ∈ E},
(14)

in which the head and tail entities are randomly
replaced by another entity. Note that for each entity,
there are two types of entity representations, includ-
ing the text-based representation and the structure-
based representation. Hence we can learn these two
types of entity representations simultaneously into
the same vector space.

The energy function (2) is used to learn structure-
based and text-based representations into the same
vector space, and the single EKK item in (2) is
the energy function of TransE. Thus, as mentioned
above, we can train our model using the objective
formalization (13).

3.6 Model Initialization and Optimization
The STKRL model can be initialized either ran-
domly or with pre-trained TransE embeddings.
The word representations are pre-trained through
Word2Vec with Wikipedia corpus. The optimiza-
tion is a standard back propagation using mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD). For efficiency,
we also use GPU to accelerate the training process.
Note that there is only one RNN/LSTM, which
means that all RNN/LSTM in the figure shares the
same parameters, and this RNN/LSTM is trained to
encode reference sentences for all entities.

Our model consists of two parts: (1) text-
based RNN/LSTM with attention for encoding sen-
tences, and (2) structure-based TransE (Bordes et
al., 2013)for encoding knowledge. We train the two
parts simultaneously. The training process is de-
scribed as follows:

• Given a triple, learn structure-based and text-
based knowledge representations using ex-
tended TransE with negative sampling. Note

that, there are four terms for each triple, (hK ,
r, tK), (hS , r, tK), (hK , r, tS) and (hS , r,
tS), with four terms of negative samples respec-
tively.

• Utilize RNN/LSTM to encode all reference
sentences of head and tail entities.

• Attention scheme is applied to dynamically se-
lect top-m informative sentences of head and
tail from all encoded sentences and construct
text-based representations respectively.

• For selected m sentences, the structure-based
representation of head, hK , (respectively, tail,
tK) is used to compute training error and opti-
mize RNN/LSTM with back-propagation.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets
We adopt FB15K to evaluate our models on triple
classification and link predication in this paper.
FB15K is a subset of Freebase that has 14,951 en-
tities and 1,345 relations. For each entity, we use
Wikipedia as the corpus to extract reference sen-
tences. Note that the Wikipedia article about the
entity itself has the highest priority to provide ref-
erence sentences. Each entity has approximately 40
sentences. The statistics of the FB15K dataset are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics of dataset.

Dataset #Rel #Ent #Train #Valid #Test
FB15K 1,345 14,951 483,142 50,000 59,071

4.2 Parameter Settings
The detailed parameters will be released upon ac-
ceptance.

For STKRL, we implement 4 sentence encoders
for evaluation. “RNN w/o ATT” represents select-
ing RNN as sentence encoder and using the mean
vector of sentence-level representations instead of
attention, while “RNN+ATT”, “RNN+P+ATT” and
“LSTM+ATT” represent selecting the correspond-
ing sentence encoders of RNN, RNN+pooling and
LSTM with the help of attention.

We implement TransE and jointly (name) model
in (Wang et al., 2014a) as baselines, following their



Table 2: Evaluation results on link prediction with different relation categories.

Tasks Predicting Head (Hits@10) Predicting Tail (Hits@10)
Relation Category 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N-to-N 1-to-1 1-to-N N-to-1 N-to-N

TransE 78.2 87.6 42.1 70.0 79.3 48.9 87.9 71.2
Wang’s 84.6 89.4 49.3 72.1 81.8 66.4 92.3 76.7

STKRL (RNN w/o ATT) 81.9 87.2 45.7 71.8 80.8 52.6 91.2 73.2
STKRL (RNN+ATT) 84.5 89.9 48.9 73.0 81.6 64.5 92.3 76.9

STKRL (RNN+P+ATT) 87.0 90.9 52.0 77.6 85.8 67.1 93.9 82.2
STKRL (LSTM+ATT) 88.9 91.6 53.2 77.0 85.9 68.3 94.2 83.6

experimental settings. For fair comparisons, all
baselines have the same dimension of entities and
relations.

4.3 Triple Classification

The task of triple classification aims to test whether a
triple (h, r, t) is true or false, which could be viewed
as a binary classification test.

4.3.1 Evaluation Protocol
Since each entity has two types of represen-

tations, a triple (h, r, t) has four representations,
(hK , r, tK), (hS , r, tS), (hS , r, tK) and (hK , r, tS).
Following the similar protocol in (Socher et al.,
2013), for each triple representation, we construct
a negative example by randomly replace the head
or tail entity with another entity. The new entity’s
representation should be the same type as the re-
placed one (e.g. (hK , r, tK) should be replaced with
(h′K , r, tK) or (hK , r, t′K)). And we also ensure that
the number of true triples is equal to false ones.

The evaluation strategy is described as follows:
if the dissimilarity of a testing triple (h, r, t) is be-
low the relation-specific threshold δr, it is predicted
to be positive, otherwise negative. The threshold δr
can be determined via maximizing the classification
accuracy on the validation set.

4.3.2 Results
The results of triple classification are shown in

Table 3. From the results, we observe that: (1)
Our attention-based models significantly outperform
all baselines, which indicates the capability of our
methods in modeling knowledge representations.
(2) STKRL (RNN w/o ATT) outperforms TransE,
which implies the significance of textual informa-
tion. Moreover, the attention-based STKRL models
outperform Wang’s method which also encodes tex-

tual information into knowledge representations. It
confirms that our sentence encoders can better un-
derstand the meaning of sentences, and thus get bet-
ter performances. (3) Attention is the key compo-
nent in our model. It can automatically select the
more informative reference sentences to represent an
entity, alleviating the noises caused by low-quality
reference sentences. (4) STKRL (LSTM+ATT)
achieves the best performance, successfully captur-
ing the rich information in long-distance dependen-
cies. Besides, STKRL (RNN+P+ATT) outperforms
STKRL (RNN+ATT), which also demonstrates the
advantages of pooling strategy.

Table 3: Evaluation results on triple classification.
Method FB15K
TransE 77.1
Wang’s 84.2

STKRL (RNN w/o ATT) 79.2
STKRL (RNN+ATT) 85.8

STKRL (RNN+P+ATT) 87.9
STKRL (LSTM+ATT) 88.6

4.4 Link Prediction
The task of link prediction aims to complete a triple
fact (h, r, t) when h or t is missing.

4.4.1 Evaluation Protocol
For each test triple, the head is replaced by each

of the entities of the entity set in turn. Dissimilarities
of those corrupted triples are first computed by the
models and then sorted by ascending order. The rank
of the correct entity is finally stored. This whole pro-
cedure is repeated while removing the tail instead of
the head, and the same rule applies to the tail. Note
that in Wang’s and our model, each entity has two
representations. As a result, the predicted rank for
a certain entity is the mean of two representations.



Table 4: The reference sentences of economics ranked by attention.

Rank Sentence
1 Economics is the social science that describes the factors that determine the production, distribution

and consumption of goods and services.
2 Economics focuses on the behavior and interactions of economic agents and how economies work.

10 The ultimate goal of economics is to improve the living conditions of people in their everyday life.
44 There are a variety of modern definitions of economics.

Table 5: The rank No.1 reference sentences of different entities.

Entity Rank No.1 Sentence
Productivity Productivity is the ratio of output to inputs in production.

February February is the second month of the year in the Julian and Gregorian calendars.
Food Food is any substance consumed to provide nutritional support for the body.

Travis County Austin is the capital of Texas and the seat of Travis County.

However, as for Hits@10 test, either of two repre-
sentations appearing at top 10 could be viewed as a
successful hit.

4.4.2 Results
From Table 6, we can observe that: (1) Our model

significantly outperforms all baselines in both Mean
Rank and Hits@10, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness and robustness of our model. (2) STKRL
(RNN+P+ATT) and STKRL (LSTM+ATT) signif-
icantly outperform Wang’s method. It is because
that we utilize sentence encoders to model textual
information with the help of word orders, instead of
simply considering separate words used in Wang’s
method. Moreover, the attention-based STKRL
models could pay more attention to those infor-
mative reference sentences when constructing text-
based representations. (3) STKRL (LSTM+ATT)
achieves the best performances, which indicates the
power in utilizing better sentence encoders.

Table 6: Evaluation results on link prediction.

Metric MeanRank Hits@10(%)
Raw Filter Raw Filter

TransE 215 112 46.5 68.7
Wang’s 184 67 50.9 78.2

STKRL (RNN w/o ATT) 207 96 47.4 71.9
STKRL (RNN+ATT) 195 73 50.9 78.4

STKRL (RNN+P+ATT) 188 56 52.2 80.6
STKRL (LSTM+ATT) 182 51 52.1 81.2

Table 2 demonstrates the link prediction results
with different categories of relations. Relations are

split into 4 categories following the same settings
in (Bordes et al., 2013). From Table 2 we can ob-
serve that: (1) the STKRL model achieves great
improvements consistently on all categories of rela-
tions. (2) The improvements locate more in N-to-N
relations. It indicates that textual information is im-
portant when modeling complex relations, and our
STKRL models could well capture the useful textual
information for better knowledge representations.

4.5 Case Study

In this section, we give two cases and analysis to
prove that we can successfully select informative
reference sentences to represent entities.

4.5.1 Effectiveness of Attention
To show that the attention has reasonably ranked

reference sentences, we give 4 examples of the en-
tity economics with their ranks. The results in Table
4 indicate that STKRL can successfully select the
more informative sentences of the corresponding en-
tity. Those top-ranked sentences will usually be the
definitions or descriptions of entities. Besides, the
low-ranked sentences are usually less relevant to the
targeted entity, which also indicates the capability of
attention in filtering noises.

4.5.2 Definition Extraction
Definition extraction is an important task in text

mining (Espinosa-Anke et al., 2015). We want to
demonstrate that the top-ranked reference sentences
selected by our model are usually definitions of the
corresponding entities.



By randomly selecting 100 entities from the en-
tity set E, we find that 61 entities’ No.1 reference
sentences are entity definitions based on manual an-
notation. In Table 5 we give 4 No.1 reference sen-
tence examples. The first three sentences are exactly
entity definitions, while the last is not. However, all
sentences are still informative to learn the meanings
of entities. The results demonstrate that our model
has rational selectivity to extract reference sentences
and is of potential usefulness to definition extraction.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the STKRL model, a novel
model for knowledge representation learning, which
jointly considers triple facts and sequential text in-
formation. We also explore how to extract informa-
tive sentences from lots of candidates with attention-
based method. We evaluate our models on two tasks,
triple classification and link prediction, and also give
some examples to prove the ability to efficiently ex-
tract useful information. Experimental results show
that our models achieve significant improvements
compared to other baselines. The code and dataset
will be released upon acceptance.

We will explore the following further work: (1)
We assume that for entity representations, there are
naturally three types of representations including
word, sentence and knowledge representations. We
mainly use knowledge and sentence representations
in the STKRL model, and we will explore to in-
tegrate all three representations in future. (2) The
STKRL model can extract definition sentences of
entities as by-products. In future, we will further
explore this issue by designing a more sophisticated
method for definition extraction.
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